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Domain engineered states over various length scales in „001…-oriented
Pb„Mg1/3Nb2/3…O3-x %PbTiO 3 crystals: Electrical history dependence
of hierarchal domains
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The dependence of the domain structure on poling fors001d-oriented PbsMg1/3Nb2/3dO3-
x%PbTiO3 crystals withx=20, 30, 35, and 40 has been investigated by scanning force microscopy
in the piezoresponse mode and by polarized optical microscopy. The results demonstrate a domain
hierarchy on various length scales, ranging from nanometers to millimeters, which is notably
dependent upon the electrical history of the specimen. The results provide important insights into the
nature of the domain engineered state in these crystals. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1855392g

I. INTRODUCTION

Single crystals of PbsMg1/3Nb2/3dO3-x%PbTiO3 sPMN-
x%PTd and PbsZn1/3Nb2/3dO3-x%PbTiO3 sPZN-x%PTd
have attracted much attention as high performance piezoelec-
tric actuator and transducer materials. Adomain-engineered
state, due to an electric field induced rhombohedral-to-
tetragonal phase transition, was first proposed by Park and
Shrout1 to explain the ultrahigh electromechanical properties.
Structural studies of the similar system PbsZr1−xTixdO3

sPZTd have since revealed the existence of new ferroelectric
monoclinicsMd phases, sandwiched between the rhombohe-
dral sRd and tetragonalsTd ones, near a morphotropic phase
boundarysMPBd.2–4

The crystalline solution PMN-x%PT is known to have
complex structure-property relationships. In the annealed or
zero-field-cooledsZFCd condition forx,35, a relaxor ferro-
electric state exists, which is characterized by a frequency
dispersive dielectric maximum.5,6 Phase transformation in-
vestigations by x-ray diffractionsXRDd and neutron scatter-
ing have shown aT phase forx.35, a monoclinicMC phase
for 30,x,35, a R phase for 25<x,30,7,8 and a slightly
distorted pseudocubic phase designated asX for x,25.9,10

Corresponding to these structural studies, counterpart inves-
tigations of the domain structure evolution with increase of
PT concentration have also been performed by polarized op-
tical microscopysPOMd,11–13 and by transmission electron
microscopysTEMd.14,15 For example, spindlelike rombohe-
dral domains, monoclinic domains with various optical ex-
tinction angles, and stripelike tetragonal domains have been
reported in PMN-24%PT,11 PMN-33%PT,12 and PMN-
50%PT crystals,13 respectively. In addition, previous TEM
studies14,15 have revealed miniature polar nanodomains
sPNDd of several hundred angstroms in size forx,30,
where the average size decreased with decreasingx; small
cross-hatched tweedlike domains for 30<x,35; and normal
micronsized 90° domains in theT phase.

In the poled or field-cooledsFCd condition, the structure-
property relationships of PMN-x%PT are known to be sig-
nificantly different, relative to that of the ZFC. For example,

the relaxor state of the ZFC condition is altered into a normal
ferroelectric one in the FC condition that has a diffuse trans-
formation and remanence.16–18 Structural investigations of
the FC by x-ray and neutron scatterings have showed that the
stable structure is theT phase forx.35, the monoclinicMC

phase for 30,x,35, and the monoclinicMA phase for 20
<x,30 at 300 K.19,20 In the ZFC condition at a constant
temperature of 300 K, an irreversibleR→MA transition has
been reported with increasingE for x=30;20 whereas, the
stable structure remainsMC with increasingE for x=35.
Corresponding investigations by POM have revealed mi-
cronsized domains18 in the FC, whereas images obtained
from the same crystal in the ZFC are featureless.

However, systematic investigations have not yet been
performed comparing the morphological details over a range
of length scales for the ZFC and FC domain structures,
which maybe important to understand the nature of the
domain-engineered state and resultant anomalous electrome-
chanical properties. The lack of such prior studies may in
part be due tosid insufficient resolution of POM to reveal
small scale features andsii d difficulties in maintaining the
fully poled condition upon ion milling a TEM specimen. In
recent years, scanning force microscopysSFMd in the piezo-
response mode has been used to study ferroelectric
domains.21,22 This technique is based on the detection of lo-
cal vibrations of a ferroelectric sample induced by a testing
ac signal applied between the conductive tip of the SFM and
the bottom electrode of the sample. The oscillations of the
sample underneath the tip modulate the global deflection sig-
nal and are detected using a lock-in technique.23 Small ir-
regular domain features have been reported in unpoled and
poled PZN-x%PT and PMN-x%PT crystals,24,25 demon-
strating that small scale ferroelectric domain features can be
identified by this method.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the
ZFC and FC domain structures ofs001d-oriented PMN-
x%PT crystals, for 20,x,40, by piezo-response force mi-
croscopysPFMd. Investigations have focused on revealingsid
how the domain structure changes between phaseR in the
ZFC condition and phaseMA in the FC condition;sii d how
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the domain structure of phaseMC and phaseT differ between
ZFC and FC; andsiii d whether the domain structure of each
depends on the range of length scales that are studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SAMPLE
PREPARATION

Single crystals of PMN-x%PT sx=20, 30, 35, and 40d
were grown by a top-seeded modified Bridgman method.26,27

The crystals obtained from HC MaterialssUrbana, ILd were
cut into plates with typical dimensions of 43430.3 mm3,
and were oriented along thes001d direction. The top faces of
the crystals were polished to 0.25mm finishes. SFM images
were obtained in the piezoresponse mode using a commer-
cial unit sVecoo DI 3100ad. All scans were performed at
room temperature using a conductive silicon tip coated with
cobalt stip radius of,20 nmd. Gold electrodes were depos-
ited on the bottom face of each sample by sputtering. The
electroded faces were then glued to the SFM sample stage.
An ac voltage with a frequency of 20 kHz and amplitude
between 1 and 10 V was applied between the conductive tip
and the bottom gold electrode. Scans were taken by rastering
the SFM tip on the top facessunelectroded sided. Measure-
ments were first performed on annealed crystals. Subse-
quently, investigations were performed on crystals that had
been poled under a field ofE=4 kV/cm.

III. RESULTS

A. PMN-20%PT

Figure 1 shows POM and PFM images taken over vari-
ous length scales fors001d PMN-20%PT in the ZFC and FC
sE=6 kV/cmd conditions. In the ZFC conditionfsee Fig.
1sadg, which is of theX phase,4–6 no larger scale domain
features were found by POM. Similar POM images were
obtained for the FC condition, but are not shown. However,
miniature polar domains of nanometer sizesPNDd were
found in the PFM images, whose morphology and distribu-
tion were quite irregular, as shown in Fig. 1sbd. The volume

fractions of light and dark color regions, representative of
different domain variants, were roughly equal. In the FC
condition fsee Fig. 1scdg, miniature domains of irregular
shape remained present, and there was no clear evidence of
significant domain growth. However, the relative volume
fraction of one domain variant was strongly favored over the
others, indicating an alignment of PND along an easy axis.

B. PMN-30%PT

Figure 2 shows POM and PFM images taken over vari-
ous lengths scales fors001d PMN-30%PT in the ZFC condi-
tion. The stable phase is of theR structure.3,4 Figure 2sad
shows a POM image, which reveals the presence of macro-
domain plates oriented alongh110j that are,1 mm in width
and,40 mm in length. Inside of the macroplates are “wavy”
domains with an average length of,1 mm that have some
preferential orientation alongh110j, as shown in the PFM
image of Fig. 2sbd. Figure 2scd shows a higher resolution
PFM image. This image illustratessid that the domain bound-
aries are notably nonsmooth;sii d that there are irregularities
of similar size and morphology to PND within the wavy
domains; andsiii d that there is a lack of morphological regu-
larity. Cross-sectional line analysis revealed an average do-
main spacing of,0.25mm, where the phase difference fluc-
tuated notably as a function of the spatial coordinate along
h110j.

Figure 3 shows POM and PFM images taken over vari-
ous lengths scales fors001d PMN-30%PT in the FC condi-
tion. The stable phase is of theMA structure.19,20 Figure 3sad

FIG. 1. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-20%PT in the ZFC and
FC conditions.sad Lack of macrodomain plates in the POM image for the
ZFC condition, a similar image was found for the FC condition;sbd PFM
image for the ZFC condition; andscd PFM image for the FC condition.

FIG. 2. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-30%PT in the ZFC
condition, which is of theR phase.sad Spindlelike macrodomains withf110g
preferred orientation by POM;sbd wavelike self-assembled domains by
PFM; scd high resolution PFM image illustrating nonsmooth domain bound-
aries and irregularity; andsdd cross-sectional line analysis normal tof110g.
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shows a POM image that reveals tiny domains developing
inside spindlelike domains, forming at almost 90° angles.
The spindle domains are,1 mm in width and maintain a
h110j orientation, consistent with the polarization of theMA

phase being confined to thes11̄0dc plane. The internal struc-
ture of the FC domains was probed using PFM, as shown in
the image given in Fig. 3sbd. Miniature polar domains were
found in the PFM images, whose morphology and distribu-
tion were quite irregular. Figure 3scd shows a higher resolu-
tion PFM image. Comparisons of Figs. 2scd and 3scd in the
ZFC and FC conditions will reveal a dramatic decrease in the
size of the miniature domains on poling for PMN-30%PT. In
the ZFC condition, the miniature domains demonstrate a sig-
nificant degree of self-assembly, although irregularities of
similar size and morphology to PND were found within the
domain striations; whereas in the FC condition, self-
assembly was no longer apparent on a length scale distin-
guishable by PFM, rather only the irregularities were appar-
ent. Cross-sectional analysis confirmed a significant decrease
in the size of the miniature domains in the FC condition
s0.04mmd, relative to that of the ZFCs0.25mm in width and
microns in lengthd.

C. PMN-35%PT

Figure 4 illustrates the domain structure characterization
results taken over various length scales fors001d-oriented
PMN-35%PT in the ZFC condition. The stable phase is of
the MC structure.3,4 Figure 4sad shows a POM image, which
reveals the presence of macrodomain plates oriented along

h001j that are,50 mm wide. Inside the macroplates are al-
ternating domain striations oriented alongh110j, as shown in
the PFM image of Fig. 4sbd. Kinks in the domain striations
were found, as illustrated by the circled area in the figure.
The kinks are 90° twins betweenh110j striations, with their
twin walls alongh001j. Figure 4scd shows a higher resolution
PFM image. Under higher resolution, the domain striations
were found to be notably rough and nonuniform in thickness.
Again, irregularities of similar size and morphology to PND
were found within the domain striations. A cross-sectional
line analysis taken along theh110j plane is shown in Fig.
4sdd, illustrated by the white arrow. The average domain
spacing was,0.35mm, where the spacing and phase con-
trast between neighboring variants varied notably. In addi-
tion, cross-sectional analysis indicated pronounced contrast
variation within a domain, as illustrated between the two
triangles in the figure.

Figure 5 shows POM and PFM images taken over vari-
ous lengths scales fors001d PMN-35%PT in the FC condi-
tion. The stable phase is also of theMC structure.19,20 Figure
5sad shows a POM image that reveals the presence of mac-
rodomain plates oriented alongh001j that are,50 mm wide,
which is quite similar with the POM image in ZFC condi-
tion. The internal structure of the FC macrodomains was
probed using PFM, as shown in the image given in Fig. 5sbd.
Figure 5scd shows a higher resolution PFM image. Inside the
macroplates was found alternating domain striations; how-
ever, comparisons of the higher resolution PFM images in
the ZFC and FC conditions, Figs. 4scd and 5scd, will clearly
reveal two important differences. First, the FC domain stria-

FIG. 3. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-30%PT in the FC con-
dition, which is of theMA phase.sad Spindlelike macrodomains withk110l
preferred orientation by POM;sbd identification of polar nanodomains or
PND by PFM;scd high resolution PFM image illustrating size of PND; and
sdd cross-sectional line analysis normal tof110g.

FIG. 4. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-35%PT in the ZFC
condition, which is of theMC phase.sad Striplike macrodomains withf100g
preferred orientation by POM;sbd domain striations withf110g preferred
orientation by PFM, and kinks are illustrated at domain boundaries;scd high
resolution PFM image; andsdd cross-sectional line analysis normal tof110g.
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tions were notably shorter in length than the corresponding
ZFC ones—less than 1mm compared to tens of microns,
although the widths were quite similar. Second, the FC do-
main striations were zigzagged betweenh010j variants about
the h110j, as indicated in Fig. 5scd. In both the FC and ZFC
conditions, internal irregularities of similar size to PND were
found. Cross-sectional analysis yielded similar average
domain sizes for both the FC and ZFC conditions
s,0.25mmd.

D. PMN-40%PT

Figure 6 shows POM and PFM images taken over vari-
ous lengths scales fors001dPMN-40%PT in the ZFC condi-
tion, which is of theT phase.3,4 Macrodomain plates oriented
alongh001j are apparent in the POM image of Fig. 6sad. The
plates are similar to those of PMN-35%PT, except forsid a
fibrous internal structure within the plates is also oriented
alongh001j andsii d 90° fringes indicative of larger transfor-
mation strains. The internal structure of the macrodomain
plates was identified to be alternatings001d-oriented lamella
domains that were broken in the longitudinal direction, as
shown in the PFM image of Fig. 6sbd. Figure 6scd showed
the high resolution PFM image of the broken lamella do-
mains. Again, irregularities of about the same size as PND
were found to exist within the lamella. Cross-sectional analy-
sis, taken along theh001j plane, is shown in Fig. 6sdd. The
average domain spacing was,2 mm and it varied notably.
Fluctuations within a domain can be seen about a mean value

of the phase difference, possibly reflecting the local internal
domain heterogeneities in Fig. 6scd of this figure.

Figures 7sad and 7sbd show POM and PFM images in the
FC condition, respectively. The macrodomain plates in the
PLM image can be seen to be similar to those for the ZFC
condition in terms of size, an internal fibrous structure, and
the presence of fringes. However, in the PFM image, com-
parisons of the internal fibrous structure between the ZFC
and FC conditions will reveal that theh001j lamella domains

FIG. 5. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-35%PT in the FC con-
dition, which is of theMC phase.sad Stripelike macrodomains withf100g
preferred orientation by POM;sbd domain striations with eitherf110g or
f010g preferred orientation by PFM, which are of notably smaller length
than those of the ZFC condition;scd high resolution PFM image; andsdd
cross-sectional line analysis parallel tof100g.

FIG. 6. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-40%PT in the ZFC
condition, which is of theT phase.sad Stripelike macrodomains withk100l
preferred orientation by POM;sbd f100g-orientated striplike microdomains
with fibrous subdomain structures by PFM;scd high resolution PFM image
illustrating irregularity; andsdd cross-sectional line analysis parallel to
f010g.

FIG. 7. Domain hierarchy ofs001d-orientated PMN-40%PT in the FC con-
dition, which is of theT phase.sad Stripelike macrodomains withk100l
preferred orientation by POM;sbd f100g-orientated striplike microdomains
with fibrous subdomain structures by PFM;scd high resolution PFM image
illustrating irregularity; andsdd cross-sectional line analysis normal tof010g.
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are wider, longer, and more regularly spaced in the FC con-
dition: application ofE caused some to grow in a sidewise
direction to the field and others to shrink. However, inspec-
tion of the lamella domains will reveal many internal irregu-
larities, indicating that domain growth does not occur by a
coherent boundary movement, but rather by the reorganiza-
tion of internal irregularities.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Our PFM results provide important insights into the na-
ture of the domain-engineered state in PMN-x%PT crystals.
The results demonstrate the presence of a domain hierarchy
on various length scales, ranging from nanometers to milli-
meters, which depends upon the electrical history of the
crystal. The findings can be summarized with respect to rel-
evant phases.

For x=20 at. %, in phaseX, the results show the pres-
ence of PND that do not self-assemble into macrodomain
plates. The PND are essentially nonstress accommodating.
The boundaries between them are not restricted by elastic
compatibility. Field cooling aligns PND, however, it fails to
induce the formation of normal micronsized domains or their
assembly into macrodomain plates.

In phaseR si.e., the ZFC condition of PMN-30%PTd, the
PND assemble into wavy domains with some preferential
orientation alongh110j. These wavy domains then self-
assemble into macrodomain plates that are oriented along
h111j. However, in phaseMA si.e., the FC condition of PMN-
30%PTd, the hierarchy of domain structures is notably
changed, specifically resulting in a dramatic decrease in the
domain size, although the macrodomain plates keep the same
h110j orientation.

In phaseMC, for both the ZFC and FC conditions, the
PNDs self-assemble into domain striations; however, there
are important differences in the internal structure of the stria-
tions. The striations in the ZFC condition are long and pref-
erentially oriented along onlyh110j; whereas those in the FC
condition are more limited in spatial extent, consisting of
zigzags betweenh010j variants abouth110j. In both the ZFC
and FC conditions, the domain striations self-assemble into
much larger macrodomain plates which are oriented along
h001j.

PhaseT sx=40%d consists ofh001j oriented striations of
micrometer size that have an internal nanoscale heterogene-
ity, which self-assemble into macrodomain plates of millime-
ter size oriented along ah001j. Application of E results in
growth of someh001j striations at the expense of others, via
reorganization of internal irregularities.

A. Origin of domain-engineering state

A natural question to ask is what is the origin of the
domain hierarchy, and subsequent changes with composition
and electrical history. It is important to compare our results
with conventional ferroelectric “fingerprint” domains in
BaTiO3. In this case macrodomain plates have been ob-
served, which contain internal fingerprint domains. Follow-
ing conventional thought, these fingerprint patterns are
180° T domains whose distribution achieves polarization

compensation; whereas the macrodomain plates are 90° fer-
roelastic domains, whose distribution achieves stress accom-
modation. Accordingly, in this classic case, a domain hierar-
chy exists, consisting ofsid micronsized 180° ferroelectric
domains oriented alongh001j, which exists inside ofsii d
larger 90° ferroelastic domains, also oriented alongh001j.

So what is different in PMN-x%PT crystals? First, the
fingerprints in PMN-x%PT crystals were oriented along
h110j for both PMN-30%PT and PMN-35%PT. Second, the
fingerprints were apparently built from finer scale polar
structures or PND—there is an additional lower end of the
hierarchal scale. Third, thefingerprintswere quite irregular
in morphology—the wavy domain boundaries indicate that
random fields disrupt the long-range polar order, partially
compensating the polarization. Thus, the domain hierarchy
can not be completely adjusted at each length scale in an
independent manner, i.e., polarization compensation and
stress accommodation occur at all stages of the hierarchy,
and not at separate length scales independent of the other.
Fourth, fingerprints within macrodomain plates were found
only in phasesR, MA, andMC, and not in phasesX and T.
Finally, the fingerprints in PMN-x%PT crystals were very
thin—the hierarchy consists of an extremely high domain
wall density. In particular, the density of fingerprints was
extreme near the MPB: at lower PT contents domain irregu-
larities dominated the morphology and at higher PT contents
fingerprints did not form.

1. Self-assembly due to stress accommodation in
adaptive martensite

Alternatively, let us consider the conventional ferroelas-
tic microstructure. On a fine length scale, alternating layers
of twin-related domains exist, which also form a fingerprint
pattern, as shown in Fig. 8.28 The twin boundaries of the
fingerprints are not restricted to be 180°. Self-assembly is
achieved by varying the relative domain layer thicknesses of
the fingerprints, which are adjusted to establish the macro-
scopic invariance of the habit plane,29,30 and in doing so
eliminating the long-range stress fields generated by crystal
lattice misfits.31–33This requires the domain-averaged stress-

FIG. 8. Structure of a polydomain martensitic plate consisting of alternating
lamellae of two twin-related orientation variantssdomainsd of the martensite
shown by black and white. The boundary between the lamellae is the twin
plane. The ratio of the “black” and “white” domain thicknesses provides the
macroscopic invariancy of the habit plane. These plates fully fill a sample.28
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free transformation strain of each plate to be an invariant
plane strainsIPSd, where the invariant plane is parallel to the
habit plane. Stress-accommodating alternating domain layers
sor fingerprintsd typical of ferroelastics will occur for any
displacive transformation, which can form a domain-
averaged transformation strain that is an IPS—including
ferroelectrics.

On a longer length scale, minimization of the sum of the
strain and interfacial energies drives a self-assembly of alter-
nating domain layers into a polydomain plate, as also shown
in Fig. 8. The typical domain sizelo is related to the thick-
ness of the polydomain plateD and the domain wall energy
densityg as

lo = bÎ g

m«o
2D, s1d

whereb is a dimensionless constant,m is the shear modulus,
and «o is the twinning strain.23,24 It is a profound analogy
that the typical thicknesses of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic
domains in a plate of thicknessD are also proportional to
ÎgD.

Recently, a theory for the conformal miniaturization of
the self-assembled domain topology shown in Fig. 8 was
developed.34 This theory considered the case of abnormally
small domain wall energy or extreme domain wall density.
The theory was applied to ferroelastics and ferroelectrics
containing miniaturized domains—in particular, to
PMN-x%PT and PZN-x%PT crystals. It predicted the self-
assembly of nanodomains into particular topologies, whose
hierarchy was determined by stress accommodation and spe-
cific geometrical invariant conditions. The theory unambigu-
ously predicted that theM phases of PMN-x%PT and
PZN-x%PT are not homogeneous, but rather an adaptive
mixed structural state with microdomain-averaged adjustable
topological parameters. Changes in PND topology then re-
sulted in changes in domain hierarchy, and also in an appar-
ent phase stability.

2. Self-assembly of domain-engineered states in
PMN-x %PT

In PMN-x%PT crystals, we believe three ingredients—
stress accommodation, polarization compensation, and ran-
dom fields—are key to understanding the domain hierarchy.
Partial stress accommodation may occur at the fingerprint
boundaries, in addition to partial polarization compensation.
Also, hierarchal self-assembly is apparently complicated by
random fields, which partially compensate the polarization.

At lower PT contents, random fields may limit self-
organization of the domain hierarchy. Thus, only PND are
observed, which do not assemble into striations or finger-
prints, nor do macrodomain plates form. The domain mor-
phology is nonstress accommodating. However, with in-
creasing PT content, as the MPB is approached which has a
significantly higherc/a ratio, stress accommodation of the
PND may become critical. To minimize the elastic energy,
the PND may begin to assemble into geometrical patterns
that achieve the invariant conditions required of stress ac-
commodation. Since the invariant plane forR andT domains

lies along theh110j and h010j, it is natural that colonies of
PND assemble with a morphology oriented along these two
directions, as showed in Fig. 5scd. To achieve a more com-
plete stress accommodation, macrodomain plates then form.
At higher PT contents, in theT phase region, the domain
hierarchy is much more like that expected of a conventional
C→T phase transition in ferroelectric perovskites. Critical to
the fine fingerprints is a low domain wall energy density—
which is the key requirement for the conformal miniaturiza-
tion of stress-accommodation. Our results show that this re-
quirement is satisfied only in the vicinity of the MPB.

Field cooling may alter the distribution of PND. Thus,
the domain hierarchy can be changed by electrical history. In
the FC condition, for both PMN-30%PT and PMN-35%PT,
the domain striations were reduced in size relative to the
ZFC one. This significant increase in domain wall density
may favor the conformally miniaturized stress-
accommodatingsor adaptived ferroelectric state. In the ZFC
condition, the lattice symmetry of PMN-30%PT is phaseR,
and x-ray reflections are relatively broad; whereas in the FC
condition, the lattice symmetry isMA, and the reflections
considerably sharper.20 Sharpening of the reflections also oc-
curs in theMc phase of PMN-35%PT on field cooling. Com-
parisons of these observations with the PFM images indicate
that field cooling may favor a shorter-scale geometrical pat-
terning of miniature polar domains. In this case, the reduc-
tion in the inhomogeneous line broadening may reflect a re-
laxation of the elastic strain energy between miniature
domains, which also alters the domain hierarchy.

B. Summary

In summary, our results demonstrate the presence of a
domain hierarchy on various length scales, ranging from na-
nometers to millimeters. Changes in the domain hierarchy
with composition and electrical history of the crystal are dis-
cussed with respect to stress accommodation, polarization
compensation, and random fields.

For x=30 at. % in the ZFC condition, phaseR consists
of PND that self-assemble into colonies close to ah110j
which is spatially limited to,1 mm, which subsequently
assemble intoh111j macrodomain plates. However, in the FC
condition, the domain sizesof phaseMAd is dramatically de-
creased. Forx=35 at. %, in both the ZFC and FC conditions,
phaseMC consisted of PND that self-assembled intoh110j
striations, which subsequently self-assemble intoh001j mac-
rodomain plates. Theh110j striations in the ZFC condition
are longstens of micronsd; whereas those in the FC condition
are more limited in spatial extentsless than a micrond.
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